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Abstract - This paper presents the development of an Int이ligent Cavity Layout Design System (ICLDS) for multiple cavity 
injection moulds. The system is intended to assist mould designers in cavity layout design at concept design stage. The 
complexities and principles of cavity layout design as well as various dependencies in injection mould design are introduced. 
The knowledge in cavity layout design is summarized and classified. The functionality, the overall structure and general 
process of ICLDS are explained. The paper also discusses such issues as knowledge representation and case-based reasoning 
used in the development of the system. The functionality of the system is illustrated with an example of cavity layout design 
problem.
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1. Introduction

In manufacturing, the injection moulding is one of 
the most widely used production processes for producing 
plastic parts with high production rate and little or no 
finishing required on plastic products. The process 
consists of injecting molten plastic material from a hot 
chamber into a closed mould, allowing the plastic to 
cool and solidify and ejecting the finished product from 
the mould. For each new plastic product, the injection 
moulding machine requires a new injection mould. Design 
and manufacture of injection mould is a time consuming 
and expensive process and traditionally requires highly 
skilled tool and mould makers. An injection mould 
consists of several components, which include mould 
base, cavities, guide pins, a sprue, runners, gates, cooling 
water channels, support plates, slides and ejector 
mechanism [1]. Design of mould is also affected by 
several other factors such as part geometry, mould 
material, parting line and number of cavities per mould.

With the advances in computer technology and artificial 
intelligence, efforts have been directed to reduce the 
cost and lead time in the design and manufacture of an 
injection mould. Injection mould design has been the 
main area of research since it is a complex process 
involving several sub-designs related to various com
ponents of the mould, each requiring expert knowledge 
and experience. Mould design also affects the productivity, 
mould maintenance cost, manufacturability of mould, 
and the q나ality of the moulded part. Most of the work 
in mould design has been directed to the application of
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expert systems, knowledge based systems and artificial 
intelligence to eliminate or supplement the vast amount 
of human expertise required in traditional design process. 
Kruth and Willems [2] developed an intelligent support 
system for the design of injection moulds integrating 
commercial CAD/CAM, a relational database and an 
expert system. Lee et. al. [3] proposed a systematic 
methodology and knowledge base for injection mould 
design in a concurrent engineering environment. Ra- 
viwongse and Allada [4] developed a n이iral network
based design s나pport tool to compute the mould 
complexity index to help mould designers to assess 
their proposed mo나Id design on mo나Id manufacturability. 
Kwong and Smith [5] developed a computational system 
for the process design of injection moulding based on 
the blackboard-based expert system and the case-based 
reasoning approach, which includes mould design, 
production scheduling, cost estimation and determination 
of injection moulding parameters. Britton et. al. [6] 
discussed the injection mould design from a functional 
perspective using functional design knowledge and a 
number of knowledge libraries. Mok et. al. [7] developed 
an interactive knowledge-based CAD system for injection 
mould design incorporating computational, knowledge 
and graphic modules.

Several studies have also been made on improving 
the design of specific components of an injection mould. 
Ong et. al. [8] developed a knowledge-based and object- 
oriented approach for the design of the feed system for 
injection moulds, which can efficiently design the type, 
location and size of a gating system in the mould. Irani 
et. al. [9] also developed a software system for automatic 
design of gating and runner systems for injection moulds 
and provide evaluation of gating design based on 
specified performance parameters. Nee et. al. [10] 
proposed a methodology for determination of optimal
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parting directions in injection mould design based on 
automatic recognition and extraction of undercut features. 
Chen and Chou [11] developed algorithms for selecting 
a parting line in mould design by computing the undercut 
volumes and minimising the number of undercuts. Park 
and Kwon [12] worked on the design of cooling systems 
in injection moulds and proposed an optimal design 
based on thermal analysis and design sensitivity analysis 
of the cooling stage of the injection moulding process.
Lin [13] worked on the use of gate size and gate position 
as the major parameters for simulated injection mould 
performance prediction.

One area in injection mould design, which has 
received little attention, is the design of cavity layout in 
a multiple cavity injection mould. Cavity layout design 
affects the whole process of injection moulding directly, 
since it is one of the most important phases in mould 
design process. Consideration of cavity layout design 
in injection mould at concept design stage will improve 
the quality of injection moulded products because it is 
associated with the determination of many key factors 
affecting the design and quality of mould. Such factors 
include number of cavities; parting line; type of mould; 
type and position of gate; runner system; cooling system 
and ejection system. Some of these factors are difficult 
to build as true mathematical models for analysis and 
design.

This paper presents the development of a design 
support system, .called Intelligent Cavity Layout Design 
System (ICLDS), for multiple-cavity injection moulds 
based on knowledge based and object oriented approaches. 
It uses the case-based and ruled-based reasoning in 
arriving at the layout solution [14]. It is based on the 
commercial software system named "RETE++", which

is an integrated development platform for customers to 
develop their own knowledge-based systems [15]. The 
objective is to make full use of available techniques in 
artificial intelligence in assisting mould designers at 
concept design stage.

2. Cavity Layout Design in Injection Moulds

Current practice for injection mould design, especially 
cavity layout design, depends largely on designers5 ex
periences and knowledge. It would therefore be desirable 
to use knowledge engineering, artificial intelligence and 
intelligent design techniques in generating an acceptable 
cavity layout design in injection mould accurately and 
efficiently. In mould design, most of patterns of cavity 
layout and rules and principles of cavity layout design 
can also be easily represented in the form of knowledge, 
which can be used in most of knowledge-based design 
systems.

For example, for the layout patterns shown in Fig. 1, 
the criteria to select the suitable layout pattern for 
design are mainly dependent on working environments, 
conditions and requirements of customer and are mainly 
based on designer's skill and experience. Tb make a 
choice of contradictory factors will rely obviously on 
designer's knowledge and experiences. It is rather suitable 
for intelligent design techniques to be used in systems 
designed for such situations, especially for routine or 
innovation design.

Design of injection mould mainly involves consideration 
of design of the following elements or sub-systems:

(1) mould type
(2) number of cavities

(b) Examples of variations of rectangular 6-cavity layouts:
A. Y-style runners,
B. B. H-style runners with two changes in direction of plastic flow, and
C. C. H-style runners with three changes in direction of plastic flow.

Fig. 1. Some patterns of cavity layout with multiple cavities.
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(b) Composition of cavity design

(c) Composition of runner system

Fig. 2. Design network of injection mould.

(3) cavity layout
(4) runner system
(5) ejector system
(6) cooling system
(7) venting
(8) mounting mechanism

Most of the elements are inter-dependent such that it 
is virtually impossible to produce a meaningful flow 
chart covering the whole mould design process. Some 
of the design activities form a complicated design 
network as shown in Fig. 2.

Obviously, in injection mould design, it is difficult 
for designer to monitor all design parameters. Cavity 
design and layout directly afects most of other activities. 
The application of advanced knowledge based techniques 
to assist designer in cavity layout design at concept 
design stage will greatly assist in the development of a 
comprehensive computer-aided injection mould design 
and manufacturing system.

It is noted from Fig. 1 that a number of different 
layout patterns are possible with multiple cavities inside a 
mould. Higher the number of cavities of mould, higher 
the productivity of the injection mould. But this may 
lead to difficulties with issues such as balancing the 
runners or products with the complicated cavity shapes, 
which in turn may lead to problems of mould 
manufacturability. It is also possible that the number of 
cavities and the pattern of cavity layout will influence 
the determination of parting line, type of gate, position 
of gate, runner system and cooling system. Most of the 
main activities of mould design are therefore linked to 
cavity layout design. Fig. 3 shows the relations between 
cavity layout design and other design activities. The 
cavity layout design problem therefore depends upon a 
number of functionalities of the overall mould design 
system, which includes:

(1) definition of design specifications including 
analysis and description of characteristics of
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Relationship diagram between cavity layout design and other modules of mould.

design problem
determination of mould type
determination of number of cavities 
determination of orientation of product 
determination of runner type and runner 
configuration
determination of type and position of gate 
cavity layout conceptual design 
evaluation of ejection ability,

ability and economic performances
(9) determination of cooling system

(10) graphic results display and output

3. Structure of ICLDS and the Design Process

manufacturing

The structure of the Intelligent Cavity Layout Design 
System (ICLDS) is based on case-based reasoning and 
ruled-based reasoning designed around the RETE++

Fig. 5. The general design process of ICLDS.
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software system. Fig. 4 shows the overall structure of 
ICLDS schematically. Fig. 5 shows the general design 
process of ICLDS. The design process starts with the 
definition of design specifications. The ICLDS system 
retrieves similar cases from case base by computing the 
similarity between the cases and the new case. If the 
solution is satisfactory, then results are displayed 
graphically. If the solution is not satisfactory, then ICLDS 
will 니se rule-based reasoning with forward or backward 
chaining or a mixture of both to arrive at a solution. If 
the solution is still 나nsatisfactory, then the user has to 
modify some of the initial design specifications. The use 
of case-based technology in the design process in 
ICLDS allows the user to obtain the s이니tion(s) of 
design problem more quickly and flexibly.

The structure of knowledge base and database used 
in the development of ICLDS is based on the underlying 
knowledge base and database structure from the RETE++ 
software system, which is a commercially available 
software development platform.

4. Dev시。pment of ICLDS

4.1. Classifications of Knowledge
For various logic and steps involved in layout design, 

there are different kinds of knowledge that needs to be 
described and represented in cavity layout design. The 
types of knowledge can be classified into five kinds based 
on object oriented (00) concept as described below:

(1) Design instance/case: previous design cases and 
current design instances

(2) Relaticm: superclass-이ass-subclass relation, class
instance relation

(3) Attribute: design variables, features, attributes of 
design problem

(4) Rule: general design rules, design experiences
(5) Procedure and/or model: numeric calculation, 

mathematical modelir电，analysis, evaluation and 
procedures.

4.2. Knowledge Representations
To describe each of these types of knowledge, the 

internal data structures of the ECLIPSE language, 
included in RETE++ inherently, can be used to make 
the object orientated representation of the design process 
as explained earlier. Some other considerations in 
knowledge representation are as follows:

(1) For “design instance/case,\ we combine “fact 
deBnition" and "relation deHnition" plus database 
and case base to represent it

(2) The "attribute” are represented as instances of 
''template definition" and/or ''relation definition”

(3) For "r이ation", we use ''relation deHnition" to 
describe it

(4) For "rule", we combine “rule de打nition" and 
“rule set definition,, to represent it

(5) The tiprocedure/moder, are defined by external 
routines using C++ language

Furthermore, “goal definition" and "응oal generation,, 
techniques are used to fulfil backward chainin응 reasoning, 
and "case-based reasoning” is used to carry out case
based design.

4.3. Case-based Reasoning
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is dependent firstly on 

case retrieved. Case-based retrieval is based on ''Similarity 
Metric". Therefore, how to calculate the similarity is 
obviously the key technique in CBR, and it is described 
in detail as below.

Similarity metric is a weighted distance function in 
a multi-dimensional space where each dimension 
corresponds to a field whose value is specified in the 
query (new case) and which has a non-missing value in 
the case being ranked. The distance between the case 
and the query (which corresponds to a point in this 
multi-dimensional space) is computed differently for 
ordinal and nominal fields. An ordinal field is a field 
whose val나es are ordered or sorted. A nominal field is 
one whose values represent qualitative information for 
which sorting makes no sense. In general, ordinal fields 
inchide dates, integers, and real numbers while nominal 
fields include Boolean, Symbols, and Text.

4.3.1. Ordinal Distance
For ordinal fields the distance,(0 between the i-th 

case's value, and the query's value, for the j-th 
field, is computed as:

d = g厂* (1)
ij I ymax_y min | v 7

where the maximum and minimum vahies for each 
field are determined during index constmction.

Since 心 represents the distance along the j-th axis of 
an n-dimensional similarity space, the similarity space 
distance is given by:

which, since dl} must range between 0 and 1, must also 
range between 0 and 1. When weights are used, the 
above equation becomes:

lx N , (w;;)2
牛必브二——丄己一 (3)EM

which, since W； and must range between 0 and 1, 
must also range between 0 and 1.

4.3.2. Nominal Distance for Text
To determine the distance between the value of a
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TEXT fi이d in a case and that specified in a query, we 
determine a weight for each term by which a text field 
is indexed and a weight for each term in the query. 
These weights are computed according to the follcm血g 
formula, where:

吟=_日些鹫竺= (4)

N is the number of cases.
nk is the number of different cases in which term k 
occurs.
Fik is the number of occurrences of term k in case i 
divided by the total number of terms in case i.
Wik is the weight of the 农th term in case i.

Let Wk be the weight of the k-th term in the query, 
computed as in the above formula.

Let T be the number of terms in the query.
Given these weights, the similarity (expressed as a 

normalized distance) between two text fields is computed 
as:

八 £枷wm
，正履w提£富（叫）2 (5)

4.3.3. Nominal Distance for Symbols
Symbols are merely a special case of text with only 

one term. The weights for symbol fields are computed 
as in the above equations for text fields with Fik always 
being one. Given these weights, the similarity is computed 
exactly as for text fields.

4.4. Wlidation of Case
Validation of case is to check up whether each 

acceptable case is suitable for current problem and to 
find out the most suitable one, so each case should be 
associated with testing methods and tested results on it. 
Only the case, under the given conditions, for which all 
tested results on it match those of the current design 
problem, can be considered as the solution prototype 
for further refining.

4.5. Criteria for Validity of Cost Reduction
With the application of ICLDS for cavity layout, two 

kinds of cost reduction can be expected. One is the 
overall theoretical cost reduction achieved in using the 
system to carry out the conceptual design of injection 
moulds. The other is the practical cost reduction value 
recorded in the case b澎e which may be used to do the 
case-base reasoning if the case has flie t4cost reduction” 
attribute. For the theoretical one, there is no need of 
any criteria for validity of cost reduction because the 
cost savings will obviously come out through lead time 
saving, improvement in design quality and quick response 
to customers. For the validity of practical cost reduction, 

the criterion of comparison can be used. For exa mple, 
we can compare the "cost Feducfion" attributes for two 
cases and determine which one provides better fit for 
the customer's requirements. One can use the percentage 
cost reduction formula to do the comparison. The 
percentage cost red탾ction can be calculated by the 
formula:

Co어 Reduction=(previous cost-current(x)st)/previous 
cost

It is better first to work out the percentage for the 
cost reduction attributes and then do the validation of 
case between the cases.

5. Example of Application

An application example, ^determination of cavity layout 
patte口i" of the ''conceptual design for cavity layout?, 
provided by Intelligent Cavity Layout Design System 
(ICLDS) is given b야。w:

If the initial design conditions are:

(1) What type of mould is used? Two plate
(2) What type of runner is used? Cold wnner
(3) How many cavities are there in m이ild? 6
(4) How long is it required for product to clear the 

moulding area? Small
(5) What shape of product does moulding make?

Rectan 이 e

Then the result is given by: (this is shown in Fig. 6) 
Pattern of cavity layout design is:

Y-Redan 典 ImLay 이it

The knowledge base is developed using features of 
ECLIPSE language, such as 'defrelation\ tdeftemplate,, 
Mefrulesef, and "goal1 generation. Part of the program, 
which describes the overall format of knowledge base 
development, is listed below:

(defrelation dimension (?item ?size))
(defrelation layout (?item ?type))

(defruleset Runner_system 10 (agenda body))

(defruleset cavityjayout 8
(agenda body 2)

Fig. 6. Graphic result of pattern of 6-cavity layout…tlY-style 
nmneEs''.
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(defruleset cavityjayout (agenda body))
(defrule goal_cavity_layout
(initial-fact)
(goal (selection layout_designed ?yesno))
(unknown (selection layout_designed ?yesno))
(not (layout cavity ?type))
=>
(printout t "... Waiting! Waitin이 Waiting! ..." t))

(defrule cavity_layout2_2_01
(goal (layout cavity ?type))
(unknown (layout cavity ?type))
(known (quantity number_of_plate 2))
(known (quality type_of_runner "cold_runner"))
(known (quantity number_of_cavity 2))
(known (quality clear_time "small"))
=>
(assert (layout cavity "horizontal_layout")))

(defrule cavity_layout2_6_01
(goal (layout cavity ?type))
(unknown (layout cavity ?type))
(known (quantity number_of_plate 2))
(known (quality type_ofL_ninner "cold_runner"))
(known (quantity number_oiLcavity 6))
(OR (whatis shape_of_product -"elongated")
(whatis size_o^_product -"small"))

=>
(assert (layout cavity "Y_rectangular_layout")))

6. Conclusion

The problem of design of cavity layout in multiple 
cavity injection moulds has received relatively little 
attention in computer aided design support systems for 
injection moulding. A computer based design system 
will offer great savings in time and cost in arriving at 
the best possible layo나t from a number of alternatives. 
The development of Intelligent Cavity Layout Design 
System (ICLDS) is believed to be the first attempt in 
this direction using knowledge-based approach. The 
development of ICLDS for injection mould is based on 
RETE++ in Windows environment on PC. From a 
practical point of view, ICLDS can be used as a tool for 
designer to implement cavity layout design of injection 
mould at concept design stage. It provides a positive 
step towards the development of a fully automated 
injection mould design process from product model to 
mould manufacturing.
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